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研究生：黃士一              指導教授：謝續平 

 

國立交通大學資訊科學與工程研究所 

 

摘要 

無線感測網路中感測器(Sensor Node)之間的通訊方式則是採用無線通訊方式，每個感

測器持續的傳送感測器的讀值(Reading)，並將讀值傳到無線資料收集器上再加以處理，因

此在同一時間內會有大量的資料在無線感測網路中傳送，造成網路雍塞及感測器耗損大量

的電力，並進而減損整個網路的使用時效(Lifetime)。為了克服這個問題，有許多研究便以

「資料聚集」(Data Aggregation)的方式來減少資料的傳遞量，但由於Sensor是隨意地散佈

於環境四周，因此資料在聚集或傳送時極易遭到監聽，入侵或修改，因此如何在Sensor彼

此之間建立起認證的管道，以確保資料是正確的傳遞到接收端便是一個重要的議題。 

本篇論文所探討的主題為無線感測網路裡資料聚集的安全機制。第一章中我們會深入

的介紹目前常見的資料聚集方法，並針對不同的資料聚集方法在安全上的漏洞加以整理分

析，並針對目前的防護方式加以整理與討論。第二章著重於無線網路的資料聚集方法，在

第二章我們提出了一個安全的資料聚集方法，資料可以在不被第三者知悉且資料是加密的

情形下，將重複的資料剔除。本論文所提出之方法可適用於低成本且低算能力的無線感測

器上，並只需要 )(nO 的金鑰空間，可實作在無線感測器上，進而強化無線感測器的安全

能力。 

第三章中我們提出了在可感知RFID之無線感測網路中認證及輕量(lightweight)的資料

搜尋方法。我們提出一個混合RFID及感測器所構成的無線感測網路架構(ARIES)，以及在

這個架構下的相互認證方法(Mutual Authentication)，及一個提供使用者可以在資料是加密
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且不須解密的情形下，可以搜尋密文中是否有特殊的字串的搜尋方法。本章所提出的可感

知RFID之無線感測網路結合了RFID與無線感測網路，可解決無線感測網路中的距離限制

問題。本章所提出的認證方法可以適用於無線感測網路並減少重新認證的次數。本章所提

出的資料搜尋方法可以在資料不須解密的情形下搜尋特定字串，藉此，可以避免資料在無

線網路中傳送遭到竊取或破壞。 

而受制於無線感測器的硬體限制，可以儲存金鑰的空間極少，因此第四章中我們提出

了一個金鑰建佈(Key Distribution)的方法，我們利用了Hash Chain建立Pair-wise金鑰，使得

每個Node所需要的金鑰儲存空間更少，但仍保存相同的Network Connectivity，及藉此建立

起點與點的金鑰，達到點與點的安全性。 

藉由本論文提出的方法，可以建立起無線感測網路的安全防禦機制。首先，藉由我們

所提出的金鑰建佈方法，可以建立起點與點的安全溝通管道 (Secure Communication 

Channel)且只需要較少的儲存空間。而第三章提出的資料搜尋方法，提供了一個在加密資

料的搜尋機制，除了確保資料安全外，更加上搜尋的功能。而第二章提出的資料聚集方

法，除了維持資料的安全性及完整性(Integrity)外，讓感測器可以濾掉由不同的感測器且每

個感測器有不同的加密金鑰的情形下，濾掉重複的資料，除了可以避免資料遭到破壞或竄

改外，更可以延長無線感測網路的整體平均壽命。本論文除了考慮安全性外，更考慮了省

電性，且相關設計都以可以在無線感測上實現為優先，可以做為無線感測網路的安全基礎

建設(Security Infrastructure)。 
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ABSTRACT 

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) are formed by a set of small devices, called nodes, with 

limited computing power, storage space, and wireless communication capabilities. Most of these 

sensor nodes are deployed within a specific area to collect data or monitor a physical 

phenomenon. Data collected by each sensor node needs to be delivered and integrated to derive 

the whole picture of sensing phenomenon. To deliver data without being compromised, WSN 

services rely on secure communication and efficient key distribution. This paper focuses mainly 

on establishing security protection in WSNs. 

The first part of the paper proposes a secure encrypted-data aggregation scheme for wireless 

sensor networks. Our design for data aggregation eliminates redundant sensor readings without 

using encryption and maintains data secrecy and privacy during transmission. Conventional 

aggregation functions operate when readings are received in plaintext. If readings are encrypted, 

aggregation requires decryption creating extra overhead and key management issues. In contrast 

to conventional schemes, our proposed scheme provides security and privacy, and duplicate 

instances of original readings will be aggregated into a single packet. Our scheme is resilient to 

known-plaintext attacks, chosen-plaintext attacks, ciphertext-only attacks and man-in-the-middle 

attacks. Our experiments show that our proposed aggregation method significantly reduces 

communication overhead and can be practically implemented in on-the-shelf sensor platforms. 
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The second part of the paper investigates authentication and secure data retrieval issues in 

RFID-aware wireless sensor networks.  To cope with the problems, we proposes a network 

architecture (ARIES) consisting of RFIDs and wireless sensor nodes, a mutual authentication 

protocol (AMULET), and a secret search protocol (SSP). ARIES utilizes RFID-aware sensor 

nodes to alleviate the distance limitation problem commonly seen in RFID systems. AMULET 

performs mutual authentication and reduces the cost of re-authentication. SSP solves the privacy 

problem by offering a lightweight secret search mechanism over encrypted data, thereby 

preventing data disclosure during communication and query processes.  The proposed scheme 

only uses symmetric cryptosystems, and does not need to decrypt encrypted data files while 

searching for specific data.  In this way, fewer decryption and encryption operations are needed, 

and the performance of secret search and data retrieval is greatly improved. 

In last part, we proposed two key distribution schemes for WSNs, which require less 

memory than existing schemes for the storage of keys. The Adaptive Random Pre-distributed 

scheme (ARP) is able to authenticate group membership and minimize the storage requirement 

for the resource limited sensor nodes.   The Uniquely Assigned One-way Hash Function scheme 

(UAO) extends ARP to mutually authenticate the identity of individual sensors, and can resist 

against the compromise of sensor nodes. The two proposed schemes are very effective for the 

storage of keys in a wireless sensor network with a large number of sensors. 

 

Keywords: Data Aggregation, Data Searching, Wireless Sensor Networks, Authentication, 

Privacy, Key Management 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

With the popularity of laptops, cell phones, PDAs, GPS devices, RFID, and intelligent 

electronics in the post-PC era, computing devices have become cheaper, more mobile, more 

distributed, and more pervasive in daily life. It is now possible to construct, from commercial on-

the-shelf components, a wallet size embedded system with the equivalent capability of a 90's PC. 

Such embedded systems can be supported with scaled down Windows or Linux operating systems. 

From this perspective, the emergence of wireless sensor networks (WSNs) is essentially the latest 

trend of Moore's Law toward the miniaturization and ubiquity of computing devices. 

Typically, a wireless sensor node (or simply sensor node) consists of sensing, computing, 

communication, actuation, and power components. These components are integrated on a single or 

multiple boards, and packaged in a few cubic inches. With state-of-the-art, low-power circuit and 

networking technologies, a sensor node powered by 2 AA batteries can last for up to three years 

with a 1% low duty cycle working mode. A WSN usually consists of tens to thousands of such 

nodes that communicate through wireless channels for information sharing and cooperative 

processing. WSNs can be deployed on a global scale for environmental monitoring and habitat 

study, over a battlefield for military surveillance and reconnaissance, in emergent environments 

for search and rescue, in factories for condition based maintenance, in buildings for infrastructure 

health monitoring, in homes to realize smart homes, or even in bodies for patient monitoring. 

After the initial deployment, sensor nodes are responsible for self-organizing an appropriate 
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network infrastructure, often with multi-hop connections between sensor nodes. The onboard 

sensors then start collecting acoustic, seismic, infrared or magnetic information about the 

environment, using either continuous or event driven working modes. Location and positioning 

information can also be obtained through the global positioning system (GPS) or local positioning 

algorithms. This information can be gathered from across the network and appropriately processed 

to construct a global view of the monitoring phenomena or objects. The basic philosophy behind 

WSNs is that, while the capability of each individual sensor node is limited, the aggregate power 

of the entire network is sufficient for the required mission. 

In a typical scenario, users can retrieve information of interest from a WSN by injecting queries 

and gathering results from the so-called base stations, which behave as an interface between users 

and the network. In this way, WSNs can be considered as a distributed database. It is also 

envisioned that sensor networks will ultimately be connected to the Internet, through which global 

information sharing becomes feasible. 

 

Figure 1 Wireless Sensor Network Architecture 
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Security Requirement 

  Due to resource limitations of WSN, the security requirements of WSN are different from others. 

Below we list security requirements which must be fulfilled in wireless sensor network 

architecture. 

1) Secrecy: Storing data in an encrypted form helps retain its confidentiality. Because sensors 

are vulnerable, computation-limited, and low cost devices, allowing sensors to decrypt data 

to perform a search results in unnecessary risk of disclosure. Thus, sensors must execute a 

secret search directly on ciphertext, rather than plaintext. Furthermore, data transmitted over 

a wireless interface is susceptible to exposure. Therefore, sensors must only transmit 

encrypted data. In summary, the data must remain in an encrypted form and should not be 

decrypted unless necessary to minimize the possibility of disclosure. 

2) Authentication: Since the network obtains data from a large number of sensors or tags, 

attackers can easily acquire readers with the same specifications to extract data stored in the 

tags. Therefore, both the reader and the tag need to verify the authenticity of its 

communication counterpart before executing read or write operations.  

3) Integrity: Assuring data integrity prevents attackers from using unauthorized readers to 

modify or inject data into databases. Readers or tags must verify data integrity upon receipt 

of data. 

4) Performance: Requiring a sensor node to decrypt data before searches causes significant and 

unnecessary delay. Also, the limited computation capabilities of sensor nodes and tags 

hinder them from performing complex operations, such as encryption and exponential 

calculations. Therefore, all operations must be redesigned to fit their computation 

capabilities. 
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Contribution 

  The contribution of this dissertation is threefold. First, we build a key distribution algorithm, 

associating random key distribution and hash chain, achieving end-to-end security requirement 

but saving more storage space. Second, we design an authentication and secret search 

mechanisms for WSN. Our authentication algorithm achieves mutual authentication among 

sensor nodes but reducing re-authentication effort. Our proposed secret searching algorithm 

provides searching method over encrypted data without knowing encryption / decryption key. 

This could keep both secrecy and privacy for data. Third, we proposed a data aggregation 

algorithm over encrypted data. Aggregators do not need to have encryption keys and could still 

perform data aggregation to eliminate redundant data without decrypting them. 

  Our proposed algorithms aim not only to provide secrecy, privacy, authentication, and data 

integrity for data, but also aim to be workable in resource limited sensor nodes. Only feasible 

security algorithms and affordable computation assumption can practically provide robust 

security to wireless sensor network. 

Synopsis 

  In Chapter 2, we list related work for key distribution, authentication, secret searching, and 

data aggregation. We showed that the infeasibilities of current algorithms in these four categories. 

In Chapter 3, we proposes a new method for determining and eliminating duplicate data while 

protecting privacy (using encryption) without excessive key-management or power management 

issues. Our scheme has the following contributions. First, we provide a lightweight data 

aggregation mechanism which protects data when data are processed in aggregators. Aggregators 

can help to eliminate redundant data without decrypting data. Thus, aggregators do not need to 
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spend extra power in data decryption, and more network lifetime can be guaranteed. Second, our 

proposed scheme is resilient to known-plaintext attacks, chosen-plaintext attacks, ciphertext-only 

attacks, and man-in-the-middle attacks. 

In Chapter 4, we propose an architecture consisting of passive RFIDs and RFID-aware sensor 

networks (ARIES). This architecture extends RFID’s capabilities through a wireless sensor 

network by utilizing sensor nodes to locate targets at a distance. Second, we design a private 

mutual authentication protocol (AMULET) which is feasible for RFIDs and sensor nodes, and 

reduces the cost of re-authentication. Third, we present a secret search protocol (SSP) that enables 

readers to perform searches over encrypted data, allowing data to remain encrypted during 

transmission or at vulnerable locations. By only using one-way hash functions, pseudo random 

number generation functions, and XOR operations, SSP accommodates the resource limitations of 

both tags and sensors. In addition, SSP can solve the problem that same plaintexts at different 

places will be encrypted into the same ciphertexts. 

In Chapter 5, we propose two key distribution schemes: Adaptive Random Pre-distributed 

scheme (ARP) and Uniquely Assigned One-way Hash Function scheme (UAO). Both schemes 

pre-distribute keys in each node before its deployment. According to random graph theory, a 

sensor network can be connected as long as enough keys are selected. Therefore, each node can 

communicate with each other without key exchange, which can save computational overhead for 

communications. More than that, both schemes minimize the storage requirement for key 

management. Though UAO scheme needs more storage space than ARP does, it provides mutual 

authentication. And, Chapter 6 gives an conclusion. 
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Chapter 2 

Related Work 

Much research has been done on key distribution in WSN over the past few years. Carman et 

al [18] analyzed various conventional approaches for key generation and key distribution in WSN 

on different hardware platforms with respect to computation overhead and energy consumption. 

The results showed that conventional key generation and distribution protocols are not suitable 

for WSN. To cope with the problem, a key management protocol [19] is proposed for sensor 

networks, which is based on group key agreement protocols and identity-based cryptography. 

This protocol used Diffie-Hellman key exchange scheme to perform group key agreement. 

However, the high storage and high computation requirements make it unrealistic to be 

implemented. 

Perrig et al. [20] proposed a security protocol for sensor networks named SPINS. SPINS uses 

base station as a trusted third party to set up session keys between sensor nodes. Liu and Ning [21] 

extended Perrig’s scheme and proposed an efficient broadcast authentication method for sensor 

networks. Their scheme uses multi-level key chains to distribute the key chain commitments for 

the broadcast authentication. Undercoffer et al [22] proposed a resource-driven security protocol, 

which consider the trade-off between security levels and computational resources. However, in a 

randomly dispersed wireless sensor network, the base station is not always available for all nodes. 

Without the base station, SPINS may cause a sensor network disconnected. Therefore, these 

schemes are not well suitable for sensor networks due to the need of the base station. 
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Eschenauer and Gligor [23] proposed a key management scheme based on Random Graph 

Theory. The Random Graph Theory is defined as follows. A random graph G(n, p) is a graph 

with n nodes, and the probability that a link exists between any two nodes in the graph is p. When 

p is zero, the graph G has no edges, whereas when p is one, the graph G is fully connected. This 

approach significant reduce key space requirement. Inspired by this paper, our algorithm could 

save more key space in compared with Eschenauer’s algorithm. 

For authentication and secret searching, some papers propose the use of public key 

infrastructure (PKI) to authenticate two parties through a trusted-third-party [43]. This solution is 

inadequate for RFID applications since the PKI requires the reader or tag to save private keys and 

verify the identity of others with the help of the trusted-third-party. Tags have little storage, and 

they can only transmit data to devices in close proximity. In other words, the trusted-third-party 

must be located near the tags, which is a difficult requirement to achieve and one that presents 

other security risks. Moreover, the tag cannot afford additional computational power required to 

verify others. Therefore, a PKI scheme is not feasible for RFID applications. 

A randomized lock protocol [26] was proposed for private authentication in a highly 

constrained computation and storage environment. However, this scheme is neither private nor 

secure against passive eavesdroppers. As an improvement, a PRF-based private authentication 

protocol [5] was proposed.  Unfortunately, both protocols [26][5] require re-authentication of a 

tag even if another authorized reader previously authenticates the tag. These extra steps are 

computationally wasteful and unnecessary. 

Privacy is a major concern encountered in RFID applications [39]. A RFID tag may store 

sensitive data associated with a target, which must remain private. Since readers, tags, and sensor 

nodes send messages through a wireless medium, attackers can easily eavesdrop to their 

communication and extract secret information. 
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An intuitive way of protecting private data is encryption [30]. However, tags and sensor nodes 

have severely limited storage and computation capability; consequently, conventional 

cryptographic algorithms are not well-suited for these devices. As a result, we must redesign 

security mechanisms to support RFID tags and sensor nodes. 

A new problem arise from encrypting data: RFID readers cannot easily perform queries on 

data in encypted form [21][5]. Researchers have investigated secret search over encrypted data in 

an untrusted file server or external memory environment [55][26][23][5][27].  A recent method 

[3] is proposed for secret searching on untrusted servers. Unfortunately, their scheme requires 

complex encryption operations unavailable to both tags and sensor nodes. Another problem of the 

scheme is that same plaintexts at different places will be encrypted into the same ciphertexts in 

their proposed scheme III. Hence, malicious attackers could inject meaningful plaintexts into the 

database and use the corresponding ciphertexts to find their interests without decrypting entire or 

part of the database. 

Other researches tried to solve this searching problem by inserting specific encrypted 

keywords into the ciphertexts [43][89][8][68][22]. These encrypted keywords can be viewed as 

indices and could therefore be used in search operations [13][95]. However, these keywords are 

fixed and must be defined beforehand. Therefore, this inconveniency makes them difficult to use.  

Another solution is to support searching over encrypted data by using multi-party computation 

and oblivious functions [82][83][34]. However, this solution requires high computation overhead 

and therefore is not applicable in a tag or sensor system. 

For data aggregation, previous work in data aggregation assumes that every mote is honest and 

only transmits their correct readings. Intanagonwiwat, Govindan, Estrin, and Heidemann [51] 

proposed a data-centric diffusion method to aggregate data. Their method enables diffusion to 

achieve energy savings by selecting empirically good paths and by caching and processing data in-
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network. Though their method can achieve significant energy savings, security is not put into 

consideration in their design.  

Hu and Evans [48] further examined the problem that a single compromised sensor mote can 

render the networks useless, or worse, mislead the operator into trusting a false reading. They 

proposed an aggregation protocol that is resilient to both intruder devices and single device key 

compromises, but their scheme suffers a problem that the aggregated data will be expanded every 

time when it was aggregated and forwarded by any intermediate sensor mote.  

Przydatek, Song and Perrig [72] proposed a secure information aggregation protocol to answer 

queries over the data acquired by the sensors. In particular, their proposed protocols are designed 

especially for secure computation of the median and the average of the measurements, for the 

estimation of the network size and for finding the minimum and maximum sensor reading. Even 

though their scheme provided data authentication to provide secrecy, the data is still delivered in 

plaintext format which provides no privacy during transmission. 

Wagner [88] presented a paper studying related attacks on data aggregation in sensor networks. 

He thoroughly examined current aggregation functions and proved that these aggregation 

functions are vulnerable and insecure under several attacks. He also proposed a theoretical 

framework for evaluating data aggregation resiliently in sensor networks and in its security against 

these attacks. Still privacy is not guaranteed in his scheme. 

Acharya and Girao [1] proposed an end-to-end encryption algorithm supporting operations over 

ciphertexts for wireless sensor networks. Their scheme uses a special class of encryption functions, 

Privacy Homomorphisms (PH) [9][12][25][28][94], that allow end-to-end encryption and provide 

aggregation functions that are applied to ciphertexts. PH is an encryption transformation that 

allows direct computations on encrypted data. Two functions E  and D  are additively 
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homomorphic encryption and decryption if the following property is satisfied: for plaintext 

operands x and y and key k, ))()(( yExEDyx kkk  . However, privacy homomorphisms have 

exponential bound in computation. It is too computationally expensive to implement in wireless 

sensor networks. Moreover, it has been proved that privacy homomorphism is insecure even 

against ciphertext only attacks which are commonly encountered in wireless sensor networks. 

Cam et al. [15] proposed a secure energy-efficient data aggregation (ESPDA) to prevent 

redundant data transmission in data aggregation. Unlike conventional techniques, their scheme 

prevents the redundant transmission from sensor motes to the aggregator. Before transmitting 

sensed data, each sensor transmits a secure pattern to the aggregator. The secure pattern is 

generated by associating original data with a random number. Instead of transmitting “real” data, 

the sensor mote transmits the secure patter to the cluster-head before transmitting it. The cluster-

head then uses these secure patterns to check which sensors have same readings. Then, the cluster-

head notifies certain sensor motes to transmit their data. Only sensors with different data are 

allowed to transmit their data to the cluster-head. However, since each sensor at least needs to 

transmit a packet containing a pattern once, power cannot be significantly saved. In addition, each 

sensor mote uses a fixed encryption key to encrypt data; data privacy cannot be maintained in their 

scheme.  

Perrig and Tygar [70] proposed several secure broadcast schemes suitable for wireless sensor 

networks. The computation overhead for their schemes is affordable for tiny sensor motes. They 

proposed a hashed key-chain scheme to sequentially generate encryption/decryption keys for 

sensor motes without notifying others. Przydatek, Song and Perrig [72] further extended these 

schemes and proposed a secure data aggregation scheme for sensor network. Their scheme 

provided an efficient random sampling mechanisms and interactive proofs to enable the querier to 
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verify that the answer given by the aggregator is a good approximation of the true value, even 

when the aggregator and some sensor motes were compromised. 
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Chapter 3 

Secure Data-Aggregation for Wireless Sensor 

Networks 

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) have emerged as an important new area in wireless 

technology. A wireless sensor network [3] is a distributed system interacting with physical 

environment. It consists of motes equipped with task-specific sensors to measure the surrounding 

environment, e.g. temperature, movement, etc. It provides solutions to many challenging problems 

such as wildlife, battlefield, wildfire, or building safety monitoring. A key component in a WSN is 

the sensor mote, which contains a) a simple microprocessor, b) application-specific sensors, and c) 

a wireless transceiver. Each sensor mote is typically powered by batteries, making energy 

consumption an issue. 

A major application for a wireless mote is to measure environmental values using embedded 

sensors, and transmit sensed data to a remote repository or a remote server.  Because of limited 

transmission capabilities, this often requires multi-hop forwarding of messages, and is power 

consuming. 

One specific power-saving mechanism used in wireless sensor networks is data aggregation 

[1][4][6][14][15][19][20]. Our paper proposes a novel method for eliminating duplicate encrypted 

data during aggregation without decryption.  Data aggregation [24][37][40][41][48] [88][90][91] 

has been put forward as an essential paradigm in sensor networks. The aggregator uses specific 
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functions, such as addition, subtraction or exclusive-or, to aggregate incoming readings, and only 

aggregated result are forwarded [51][52][54][57][74][76][77]. Therefore, communication 

overhead can be reduced by decreasing the number of transmitted packets [58][59][63][64][65] 

[66][72]. Without encryption, adversaries can monitor and inject false data into the network.   

Encryption can solve this problem, but how can we aggregate over encrypted data [18]? 
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Figure 2 Self-organized WSN architecture and its data aggregation flow 
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Figure 3 Conventional data aggregation process 

 

We assume adversaries owned the following attacking capabilities. 

 Adversaries can deploy sensors near existing sensors to determine their likely value.  

 Adversaries can use common key encryption systems (which always encrypt common 

sensor data in the same way) to see when two readings are identical.  By using nearby 

sensors under the adversaries’ control, adversaries can conduct a known-plaintext attack. 

 Adversaries can tamper with sensors to force them to predetermined values (such as 

heating a temperature sensor) and thus conduct a chosen-plaintext attack.  

 Adversaries can inject false readings or resend logged readings from legitimate sensor 

motes to manipulate the data aggregation process, conducting a man-in-the-middle attack. 

Table 1 presents encryption policies, possible attacks, and vulnerabilities in data aggregation 

schemes. 
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Encryption Policy Possible Attacks Secrecy Privacy Data Aggregation 

Sensors transmit 
readings without 

encryption 
man-in-the-middle No No 

Generating wrong 
aggregated results 

Sensors transmit 
encrypted readings with 

permanent keys 

known-plaintext 
attack 

chosen-plaintext 
attack 

man-in-the-middle 

Yes No 

Data aggregation cannot be 
achieved when data are 

encrypted unless the 
aggregator has encryption 

keys 

Sensors transmit 
encrypted readings with 

dynamic keys 
None of above Yes Yes 

Data aggregation cannot be 
achieved when data are 

encrypted unless the 
aggregator has encryption 

keys 
 

Table 1 Encryption policies, attacks and vulnerabilities in data aggregation schemes. 

 

This paper proposes a new method for determining and eliminating duplicate data while 

protecting privacy (using encryption) without excessive key-management or power management 

issues. Our scheme has the following contributions. First, we provide a lightweight data 

aggregation mechanism which protects data when data are processed in aggregators. Aggregators 

can help to eliminate redundant data without decrypting data. Thus, aggregators do not need to 

spend extra power in data decryption, and more network lifetime can be guaranteed. Second, our 

proposed scheme is resilient to known-plaintext attacks, chosen-plaintext attacks, ciphertext-only 

attacks, and man-in-the-middle attacks. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II 

provides background on related work. In Section III, we describe our system architecture and 

proposed aggregation protocol.Security analysis and performance evaluation are given in Section 

V, and Section IV offers conclusions and future directions. 
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 Problem Statement and Proposed Data Aggregation 

Data aggregation uses primitive functions, such as mean, average, addition, subtraction, and 

exclusive or to eliminate identical readings, and only unique results are be forwarded, reducing 

the cost of data transmission. 

Figure 4 depicts an overview of data aggregation flow.  
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Figure 4 Encrypted-data aggregation 

Proposed Data Aggregation Method 

Architecture 

There are two commonly used network topologies in sensor networks. One is the self-

organized sensor network.  A self-organized network is a multi-hop, temporary autonomous 

system composed of sensor motes with wireless transmission capability. It is easy to form such 

networks but every mote in such networks consumes significant amounts of power in data 
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transmission as each node must spend power to transmit / forward data to other sensor nodes 

because of the dynamic network topology. The other network topology is the clustered sensor 

network. In this architecture, the entire network is partitioned into non-overlapping clusters. Each 

cluster has an aggregator (or cluster head) to receive readings from other sensor motes and to 

forward these readings to the remote server. To extend operation lifetime, we choose the clustered 

topology as our network architecture [66]. In a clustered sensor network, each mote temporarily 

belongs to a cluster, and sensors in this cluster will receive and forward data for sensors in the 

same cluster. Since a mote only transmits data for several motes instead of all motes, it can 

obviously reduce its power consumption for data transmission. 

In a clustered WSN, we assume the network is divided into clusters. Each cluster owns an 

aggregator having a more powerful wireless transceiver that can transmit data directly to the 

backend server. In our framework, we also assume each sensor transmits data only to the 

aggregator; hence, each sensor mote can reduce overhead in forwarding data packets. We also 

assume sensor motes have no mobility, i.e. they are fixed in a position and will not be moved 

forever. The question of how to best deploy sensor motes and how to cluster these sensor motes is 

interesting to consider but it is beyond the scope of this paper. 
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Figure 5 A clustered sensor network topology 

 

Using a clustered network to reduce power consumption, we propose a data aggregation 

method which maintains both secrecy and privacy. In terms of secrecy, each sensor mote encrypts 

its reading and transmits the encrypted data to the aggregator. Adversaries will not be able to 

recognize what reading it is during data transmission. In terms of privacy, our design aims to 

eliminate redundant reading for data aggregation but this reading remains secret to the aggregator, 

i.e., the aggregator cannot know anything about these readings. Besides, our design can also 

prevent known-plaintext attacks, chosen-plaintext attacks and ciphertext-only attacks.  

Here we list special notations we use in this paper: 

 

Notations:  

iS : Sensor mote i 

g : A one-way function having the following properties. 
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1. Given nRyx , , nRygxgyxg  )()()(  

2. Given )(xg , one cannot retrieve x in polynomial time 

3. Given nRxx 21, ,  the condition )()( 21 xgxg   is possible. 

EK
iK : An encryption key randomly generated by sensor mote i 

VK
iK : A verification key used to verify data from sensor mote i 

 

System Setup 

Before deploying a wireless sensor network, we have to set up three roles: the sensor mote, the 

aggregator, and the remote database. 

1. The sensor mote: Each sensor mote i is assigned an one-way function g, and a verification key 

VK
iK .  

2. The aggregator: The aggregator is given the one-way function g, and all VK
i

VK
i KK 1  i . 

Hereafter, these keys are referred as aggregation verification keys. 

3. The remote database: The remote database needs to decrypt aggregated data, and thus we 

need to store the one-way hash function f, the one-way function g, and all verification key 

VK
iK  for all i. 

 

Necessary keys, identities, and functions are pre-distributed in the sensor mote, the aggregator, 

and the remote database before they are physically deployed and used. Table 2 lists all pre-

installed elements in individual roles. 
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Role Pre-installed elements 

The sensor mote iSID ,  g, and VK
iK  

The aggregator  g, and VK
i

VK
i KK 1  i . 

The remote server  g, and VK
iK  i  

 

Table 2 Pre-installed elements in three roles 

 

Key pre-distribution is a scheme where keys are distributed among all sensor motes prior to 

deployment. Our proposed key pre-distribution scheme does not rely on prior deployment 

knowledge. Sensor motes are installed with random keys for encryption. These encryption keys 

have no mandatory relations between each other, and this makes system setup more flexible. 

Random keys can be generated by using random source of data, such as values based on CPU 

clock, radioactive decay, or atmospheric noise. The question of how to generating random 

numbers is interesting to consider but is beyond the scope of this paper. 

Proposed Scheme 

There are two phases in our proposed scheme: data encryption phase and data aggregation 

phase. The encryption phase provides a lightweight encryption algorithm that supports data 

aggregation property, and provides secrecy and privacy for data transmission. The data 

aggregation phase provides a method to eliminate redundant readings from sensor motes without 

decrypting them. Since the aggregator cannot decrypt incoming packets, the aggregator cannot 

know anything about the plaintext, and therefore more power can be saved. 

 

 Data Encryption Phase 
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Our encryption design aims to provide lightweight encryption overhead and secrecy while 

providing data aggregation property.  

When a sensor mote i has a reading im  and wishes to transmit this reading to the aggregator, 

it first randomly generates a new key EK
iK , which will be used as the next-round encryption key. 

By using g, EK
iK , and VK

iK , the corresponding ciphertext )( ii mE  is defined in Eq(1). 

VK
i

EK
i

EK
i

EK
iiii KKKKgmmE  )()( ,    Eq(1) 

Where )()()( VK
i

EK
ii KLengthKLengthmLength   and indicates data concatenation. 

Our proposed scheme is very close to the one-time pad method [75] as each mote changes to 

a different key for encrypting data but provides more capabilities. It is obvious that the length of 

data is required to be at least as long as the length of encryption key in our proposed scheme. 

When the length of data is shorter than the length of the key, extra padding must be appended to 

the data so that the appended data can be encrypted. As the message im  is xored with 

EK
i

EK
i KKg )( , it does not matter if we pad random values or fixed values (e.g., all 0’s or 1’s). It 

does not reduce any security strength in our scheme. 

Next, we will introduce how to find out redundant readings among these ciphertexts without 

decrypting them in our data aggregation phase. 

 

 Data Aggregation Phase 

Our data aggregation method provides a pair-wise method to identify if two readings are 

identical. Although the goal of our data aggregation scheme is to find redundant readings among 

n incoming encrypted packets in the aggregator, our aggregation scheme can be further extended 

by pairing off these n incoming encrypted packets. By iteratively performing pair-wise 
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comparisons we can eliminate all redundant readings among them. If n same readings are 

encrypted and transmitted to the aggregator, the aggregator needs to check n-1 times to verify 

these inputs and save n-1 packet transmission. It needs computation overhead for data 

aggregation but saves more energy from fewer data transmissions. 

In the following section, first we will introduce our approach to find redundant readings in two 

packets; then, we will introduce how to extend our approach to find redundant readings among n 

packets. 

Assume sensor mote i and j sends two encrypted readings to the aggregator, and these 

encrypted readings can be expressed by the following equations: 

VK
i

EK
i

EK
i

EK
iiii KKKKgmmE  )()( ,   Eq(2) 

VK
j

EK
j

EK
j

EK
jjjj KKKKgmmE  )()( .   Eq(3) 

First, the aggregator XOR the first parts of these two ciphertexts, and it can be expressed by 

the following equation: 

EK
j

EK
jj

EK
i

EK
ii KKgmKKgm  )()(   Eq(4) 

Next, since the aggregator is pre-installed with iKK VK
i

VK
i    1 ,  VK

j
VK
i KK  can be obtained by 

)()()( 1211
VK
j

VK
j

VK
i

VK
i

VK
i

VK
i KKKKKK     , the aggregator can XOR the last two parts of 

Eq(2) and Eq(3) to obtain: 

EK
j

EK
i

VK
j

VK
i

VK
j

EK
j

VK
i

EK
i

KK

KKKKKK




 Eq(5) 

It can be found that the aggregator can use )( ii mE  and  )( jj mE  to retrieve EK
j

EK
i KK  , but 

cannot retrieve EK
iK  or EK

jK  separately; therefore, the aggregator cannot decrypt )( ii mE  and  

)( jj mE . 
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Next, we define a check value V, and V is calculated by XOR Eq(4), Eq(5) and )( EK
j

EK
i KKg  . 

The check value is used to distinguish if two encrypted readings are the redundant in their 

plaintext format. As a result, the check value V can be expressed by the following equation: 

)(

)()(),(

EK
j

EK
i

EK
j

EK
i

EK
j

EK
jj

EK
i

EK
iiji

KKgKKK

KgmKKgmV




   Eq(6) 

By using the properties of function g,  Eq (6) can be further reduced to: 

ji

EK
j

EK
i

EK
j

EK
i

EK
j

EK
jj

EK
i

EK
iiji

mm

KKgKKK

KgmKKgmV
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   Eq(7) 

It is easier observed that if im  is equal jm , 0),(  jiji mmV , and vice versa. We can formally 

describe ),( jiV  by the following equations: 
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Figure 6 depicts the data aggregation phase 
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Figure 6 Data Aggregation Phase 
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If these two readings are the same, the aggregator just needs to send either )( ii mE  or )( jj mE  to 

the remote server. If these two readings are different, the aggregator then sends )(||)( jjii mEmE  to 

the remote server. Since remote server is pre-installed with the verification key VK
iK , the remote 

server therefore can use VK
iK  to obtain EK

iK by: VK
i

VK
i

EK
i

EK
i KKKK  )( . Then, the original data 

im  can be recovered by: EK
i

EK
i

EK
i

EK
iii KKgKKgmm  )())(( . In above case, the aggregator 

only needs to examine two incoming ciphertexts, but in general cases, the aggregator usually 

receives more than two incoming ciphertexts. When the aggregator receive n (n>2) incoming 

ciphertexts ( nEEE ,,, 21  ), our proposed scheme can be easily extended. First, we group these 

ciphertexts into pairs, i.e. iEE ji ),( . Then, we can repeat above steps to generate their check 

value V. Next, we can use V to check if iE  has the same reading with jE . Finally, if 

),1()3,2()2,1( nnVVV   , then we can conclude that nEEE ,,, 21   has the same reading. Figure 7 

depicts necessary comparisons for data aggregation when 5n . It can be observed that these 

comparisons can be viewed as all edges in a complete graph, and we will discuss this property in 

next section. 

Preliminaries: When the aggregator receives n encrypted readings, the minimum number of 

comparisons is n-1 under the condition that all these readings (when unencrypted) are the same. 

The maximum number of comparisons is 
2

)1( nn
 when all these readings (when unencrypted) 

are totally different from each other. 
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Figure 7 Data aggregation verification steps for n=5. 

Threat Models 

The goals of the adversaries are to read, insert, and even modify sensor readings. We consider 

several possible threats, classified according to the capabilities of the adversaries.  

 

Known-plaintext Attacks.  

To implement known-plaintext attacks, no capabilities are need except the ability to deploy 

malicious sensors close to legitimate sensors. In this scenario, an adversary can 

 Collect all readings from all sensors, calculated aggregated values, know their routing paths, 

and inject wrong readings or aggregated values to the network. 

 Collect abundant encrypted readings to enhance the compromise of encryption keys. 
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In practice, known-plaintext attacks can be easily achieved by deploying same sensor very close 

to legitimate sensors. The goal of these attacks is merely to read readings and to record 

corresponding responses of a sensor mote. 

 

Chosen-plaintext Attacks.  

 Adjust the sensors by changing physical conditions, such as temperature or moisture. 

 Log all plaintext-ciphertext mappings without knowing what the encryption keys are. 

In practice, adversaries can take some physical methods to adjust the sensing environment in 

order to make sensor motes generate false readings the adversaries desired. For example, 

adversaries can use heaters to raise the temperature to a certain degree, and temperature sensors 

will send the false temperature readings making the aggregators generate incorrect results. 

 

Man-in-the-middle Attacks.  

 Read, insert, or modify messages between sensor motes. 

 Inject false readings or resend logged readings on behalf of legitimate sensor motes to 

malfunction data aggregation. 

Significantly, we assume that an adversary cannot retrieve encryption keys from a sensor mote by 

physically compromising it. Otherwise, there will be no security at all. 

Security Analysis and Performance Evaluation 

In this section, we evaluate our proposed scheme according to two aspects: theoretical and 

practical. In theoretical aspect, we use random oracle model to justify our protocol is secure in 

terms of provable security. We firstly built an ideal random oracle model and show that our 

proposed encryption algorithm is an implementation of the ideal random oracle. Then, we use the 
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random oracle model to justify that it can resist know-ciphertext attacks. In practical aspect, we 

estimate necessary time for compromising our proposed scheme using different key lengths. The 

result shows that using encryption keys longer than 80 bits would be considerable secure enough 

even if the adversary uses 1,000,000 4GHz PCs running simultaneously to compromise our 

scheme. Then, we show that our proposed scheme can resist known-plaintext attacks, chose-

plaintext attacks, and know-ciphertext attacks. 

Before we proceed to theoretical proof, we first describe the security requirement specifying 

the adversary’s abilities and when the latter is considered successful. The abilities and disabilities 

of the adversary include: 

 The adversary has an arbitrary polynomial-time computation power 

 The adversary can eavesdrop on messages in the air 

 The adversary can know the original readings of any sensor 

 The adversary cannot access the encryption keys 

An attack is considered to be successful if the adversary can compromise the encryption keys. 

In terms of system security, we adopt the idea in [16]. A system is considered secure if any 

adversary with the given abilities has only a negligible probability of success. 

A random oracle is a theoretical black box that replies to queries with random response chosen 

uniformly in its output domain. A methodology for designing a cryptographic protocol can be 

divided into two steps. In first step, one designs an ideal system in which all participants as well 

as adversaries have oracle access to a truly random function, and proves the security of the ideal 

system. In second step, we replace the random oracle by a “good cryptographic hashing function”. 

We can therefore obtain an implementation of the ideal system in a real-word where random 

oracles do not exist. This methodology is referred to as the random oracle methodology. 

Before we build our ideal system, we first describe the notion. 
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 1,0 : the space of finite binary strings 

 1,0 : the space of infinite binary strings 

     1,01,0:G : a random generator 

f : a trapdoor permutation with inverse 1f  

k : the security parameter 

   kH 1,01,0:  : a random has function 

xrG )( : the bitwise XOR of x  with the first x  bits of the output of )(rG  

Preliminaries 

Definition. A function )(k  is negligible if for every c  there exists a ck  satisfying ckk )(  for 

every ckk  .  

Definition. If PA  is a probabilistic algorithm, then for any inputs ,, 21 mm  , ),,( 21 mmAP  is the 

probability space which to the sting   assigns the probability that PA  outputs  . For 

probabilistic spaces ,,TS  , )],,(:;;[  yxpTySxPr   denotes the probability that the 

predicate ),,( yxp  is true after the execution of the algorithms Sx  , Ty  , etc.  

Definition. A random oracle R  is a map from  1,0  to  1,0  chosen by selecting each bit of 

)(xR uniformly for every x . 

Without lost of generosity, our proposed scheme can be formulated as the following oracle: 

)()()( rfrGmmEG
r  …Eq(9) 

Known-Plaintext Security 

For known-plaintext attacks, the adversary knows some m , 

and 1[The attacker successfully guesses ( )]rP G r   can be described as: 
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0
2

1
)]([

1
1 

rr rGrP , when 1r  is large enough. 

We suggest that 881 r  is adequate and mathematical induction will be given later.  

 

Chosen-Plaintext Security 

We adapt the notion of CP-adversary (chosen-plaintext adversary) in [11] to the random 

oracle model. A CP-adversary A  is a pair of non-uniform polynomial algorithms ),( 1AF , each 

with access to an oracle. For an encryption algorithm   to be secure, it requires that 
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Proof: The proof is by contradiction. Let ),( 1AFA   be an adversary that defeats our protocol. 

Often, the adversary gains advantage )(k  for some inverse polynomial  . We construct an 

algorithm ),,( ydfM  that, when );1(),,( 1 kdff  )();1( rfydr k  , manages to compute 

)(1 yf  . It simulates the oracle G  and samples ).(),( 10 EFmm G  If G  is asked an r such that 

yrf )( , then M outputs r and halts; otherwise, the )(EF  terminates and M chooses sy ||  

for || 0}1,0{ ms  . Then M simulates ),,,( 101 mmEAG , watching the oracle queries that 1A  makes to 

see if there is any oracle query r for which yrf )( . Let kA  be the event that 1A  does not ask for 

the image of G at r. It satisfies that  

] []| succeedsA [][]| succeedsA [)(2/1 krkrkrKr APAPAPAPk   . 

Thus, eq. (10) is satisfied. 

 

Chosen-Ciphertext Security 
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The chosen-ciphertext attack is defined as: the adversary can adaptively choose ciphertexts 

and access to the decryption algorithm to get the corresponding plaintexts. Though it is usually 

occurred in asymmetric cryptographic systems, it can also be happened in our scheme as the 

adversary can know both ciphertexts and plaintexts (by using same sensors) in the same time. We 

adapt the definition of [11] and [73] to the random oracle [16] setting. An RS-adversary 

(“Rackoff-Simon adversary”) A  is a pair of non-uniform algorithms ),( 1AFA  , each with access 

to an oracle R  and a black box implementation of RD . The algorithm F  is used to generate two 

messages 0m  and 1m  such that if 1A  is given the encryption  , 1A  won’t be able to guess well 

whether   comes 0m  or 1m . Formally, an encryption scheme   is secure against RS-attack if the 

following equation is satisfied: 
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        Eq(11) 

Proof: To see our scheme is secure against chosen ciphertext attacks, we prove the above 

equation is satisfied. Let kA  denotes the event that )(  EFba  , for some a  and b . Let ),( 1AFA   

be an RS-adversary that succeeds with probability )(
2

1
k  for some non-negligible function )(k .  

The adversary A  can make some oracle call of )( 1rG  or ))(( 1rGH . Let kL  denotes the event that 

1A  asked HGD ,  some queries where ))(()( 1
1

1
1 rfHrfma   , but 1A  never asked its H-oracle 

for ))(( 1
1 rfH  . Let )(kn  denotes the total number of oracle queries made. It is easy to see that 

k
k knLPr  2)(][  and 5.0] succeedsA [  KK ALPr  according to [11].  

Thus  )(
2

1
succeeds]Attack Cipher -Choosen [succeeds]A [ kPP rr   is bounded above by 
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Therefore, our proposed scheme satisfies eq. (11), and is chosen-ciphertext-attack resistant. 

In practice aspect, we evaluate the difficulties to brute force our proposed scheme. To brute 

force our proposed scheme, first the adversary need to spend time generating all possible keys 

and test the result with every possible key. We assume that the adversary can generate an 

encryption key and test the result in one duty cycle, our proposed scheme uses  -bit keys to 

encrypt data, and the adversary uses a  G-Hz PC to brute force our propose scheme. To 

completely test all possibilities by exhaustive search, the adversary would need to spend  

36586400000,000,10

)(2



 cycles  

years to compromise our scheme.  

Assume the adversary uses a 4G-Hz PC to brute force our scheme which uses a 64-bit 

encryption key, the adversary needs to generate all 642  keys and uses these keys to test the result. 

If we assume that the adversary can test our encryption scheme within one duty cycle, the total 

computation time to test all 642  keys is: 

624,14365/86400/4/264 G  years. 

However, the adversary can use more PCs simultaneously to compromise our algorithm. If 

the adversary uses 1,000,000 PCs running simultaneously to compromise our scheme, the total 

computation time to test all conditions is 

01.01/365/86400/4/264 MG  year. 
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In this case, it takes about 3~4 days to compromise our scheme which is unacceptably 

insecure. Table 3 lists estimated time to brute force our proposed scheme with different key 

lengths. To maintain acceptable security while using minimal key length, we suggest use 80-bit 

keys to encrypt data as the adversaries need about 958 years to compromise our scheme even if 

they use 1,000,000 PCs to attack our scheme in parallel.  

Key Length One 4GHz PC 10000 4GHz PCs 100000 4GHz PCs 1M 4GHz PCs

64 bits 14624 1.5 0.15 0.01 

72 bits 374363 374.4 37.4 3.74 

80 bits 958369660 95837 9583.7 958.37 

88 bits 2.45E+11 24534263 2453426.3 245342.6 

 

Table 3 Estimated time (years) to brute force our proposed scheme with different key lengths 

 

Moreover, using longer encryption keys can dramatically increase difficulties to compromise 

our scheme as it exponentially expend the key space which makes adversaries spend more time to 

brute force the proposed scheme. Figure 8 illustrate the growth rate of key size ( 2 ) and the 

growth rate ( ) of PCs. 
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Figure 8 The growth rate of key size ( 2 ) and the growth rate ( ) of PCs 
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Assume the adversary know sensor reading m and corresponding ciphertext  

VK
i

EK
i

EK
i

EK
iiii KKKKgmmE  )()( , the adversary can therefore know EK

i
EK
i KKg )(  and 

VK
i

EK
i XK  . Without knowing VK

iK  in advance, the adversary cannot compromise EK
iK . 

Furthermore, since the encryption keys will be arbitrarily changed, our scheme can hence resist 

known-plaintext attacks. Even adversary can generate designate data m to confuse sensor motes, 

still the adversary cannot learn anything about the encryption keys. Therefore, our scheme can 

resist know-ciphertext attacks and chosen-ciphertext attacks.  

One workload we have to pay is the number of comparisons it takes to verify encrypted-data 

from n motes. Our proposed scheme can reduce the number of comparisons as it has transitive 

property. The transitive property is described as: Given )( hh mE , )( ii mE  , and )( jj mE ,  if 0),( ihV  

and 0),( jiV , then 0),( jhV . This is pretty simple to prove. If 0),( ihV  and 0),( jiV , then ih mm   

and ji mm   It can therefore be easily seen that jih mmm  .  

With this transitive property, if all readings are the same, the minimum number comparisons 

for verifying data from n sensor motes is 1n . And, according to figure 7, the maximum number 

comparisons for verifying data from n sensor motes is equal to the number of edges in a n-

complete graph which is 
2

)1( nn . It is shown in Figure 9 that our computation bound is limited 

between )(nO  and )( 2nO , and this can be affordable for off-the-shelf sensor platforms. 
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Figure 9 The number of comparisons for verifying n encrypted-data. 

 

In comparison with other schemes, our encryption algorithm uses XOR and a hash function. 

Our encryption algorithm is more lightweight. Our proposed encryption algorithm changes its 

encryption key whenever there’s a reading that needs to be transmitted. This makes our scheme 

more feasible for wireless sensor networks. Table 4 lists the differences between our scheme and 

other schemes. 

 Our proposed scheme Flooding-base Scheme Privacy 
homomorphism-based 

scheme 
Encryption Lightweight Heavyweight Heavyweight 
Encryption Key Easy to change, and 

always changes 
Only one encryption 
key, and is hard to 

change 

Only one encryption 
key, and is hard to 

change 
Decryption  
(in aggregator) 

NO YES YES 

Aggregated 
Result 

Only one data Many redundant data Only one data 

 

Table 4 Performance evaluations compared with other schemes 

 

Key Compromise.  One major issue in our scheme is the key compromise problem. As the 

aggregator stored VK
i

VK
i KK 1  i , once an encryption key VK

iK  is been compromised, all other 
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encryption key VK
jK  ij   will be compromised. Therefore, the aggregator must have stronger 

security protection than sensor motes. One way to enhance the hardware security strength in the 

aggregator is to install a TPM (Trust Platform Module) chip inside the sensor mote, and all paired 

encryption keys VK
i

VK
i KK 1  i  are stored inside TPM. It can significantly reduce the possibility 

that adversaries compromise the aggregators.  

Data Size Variation. Here we discuss the storage requirement when the length of data is 

increased. When the length of data is increased, the encryption key must be increased 

correspondingly. Assume the length of data is increased by l , the length of key as well will 

increase  l  bits. As each sensor mote stores VK
iK  only, it requires more l  bits to store the 

encryption key. For the aggregator, as the aggregator stores all paired encryption keys 

VK
i

VK
i KK 1  i  , it requires more l  bits where   is the number of sensor motes in the cluster. 

It can be seen that when the length of data is increased linearly, the storage requirement for 

storing keys is also increased linearly.  

Efficiency. Here we discuss the efficiency caused from our proposed scheme. Our proposed 

saves power by eliminating redundant packets. Thus, the more packets are eliminated, the more 

power can be saved. As we mentioned earlier, the minimum number of comparisons is n-1 under 

the condition that all these readings (when unencrypted) are the same, amd the maximum number 

of comparisons is 
2

)1( nn
. For the best case, it reduces (n-1) packet transmissions. For the worst 

case, it does not reduce any packet transmission overhead. For average case, assume that there 

totally n packets and m of them are the same, the number of comparisons is 

2/)1)(()1(  mnmnm . It reduces n-m packets in average case. Table 5 lists the efficiency 

comparisons for the best, average, and the worst cases. 
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 Best Case Average Case Worst Case 
Number of comparison n-1 2/)1)(()1(  mnmnm  2/)1( nn  
Packet eliminated  n-1 n-m 0 

 

Table 5 Efficiency comparisons for the best, average, and the worst case 

 

Summary 

In this chapter, we proposed a secure encrypted-data aggregation scheme for wireless sensor 

networks. Our scheme has the following enhancements: 1) the aggregator does not need to 

decrypt its received encrypted-data to verify if these data are the same; no extra power are wasted 

in data decryption, 2) the aggregator does not have decryption keys and therefore cannot know 

anything about the data, and 3) our proposed scheme uses random keys to encrypt data; this 

property makes our scheme resilient to known-plaintext attacks, chosen-plaintext attacks, 

ciphertext-only attacks, and man-in-the-middle attacks. Moreover, compared with conventional 

PH-based data aggregation schemes, received data can be recovered and decrypted to be further 

analyzed. Our proposed scheme provides secrecy and privacy in the sense that each sensor mote 

randomly generates a new encryption key each time providing semantic security for data 

encryption phase proposed data aggregation, and the intermediate aggregators cannot decrypt 

these encrypted-data. Aiming at secrecy and privacy, our proposed scheme is resilient to several 

attacks in sensor networks, and makes data aggregation more practical in these environments. 

Our proposed scheme extends one-time pad to provide a secure encrypted-data aggregation 

paradigm for wireless sensor. Though it supports secrecy and privacy, our scheme provides only 

equality check. More general mathematical operations, such as addition, subtraction, and so on, 

should be further investigated under the same condition: the encryption keys are always changing 
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and the aggregator cannot decrypt data through it. Except these mathematical operands, operands 

for strings, such as finding substring, should also be provided. 

Currently, our scheme is workable in a one-level clustered network environment, i.e. the 

aggregator can one-hop to the base station. However, in real deployment, it is usually not the case. 

Our future work toward this problem is to extend our scheme to multi-level cluster environment. 

Another problem in our scheme is that our experimental sensor motes must be fixed to a cluster 

and can no longer be moved to another cluster. We will also address this issue in our future work. 

For key management, our proposed scheme pre-installs keys for verification and data 

aggregation in the aggregator before deployment. This limits the flexibility of system deployment 

and aggregation. In future work, we expect to modify our key management method so that these 

keys will not be stored in aggregators in advance but will be exchanged and retrieved when 

necessary. We also look forward to extending privacy homomorphism functions to support 

dynamic key management to bring more flexibility in data aggregation. 

Our protocol uses only XOR operations and an irreversible hash function to encrypt data. The 

security strength is not as strong as block cipher encryption algorithms, such as AES, DES, etc. 

We also expect to extend our scheme to adopt block-cipher encryption algorithms to provide 

higher security strength for aggregation. 
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Chapter 4 

Authentication and Secret Search Mechanisms 

for RFID-Aware Wireless Sensor Networks 

 

Radio-frequency identification (RFID) has been widely used in various applications.  An 

RFID tag is a low-cost device with limited data storage space.  An identification number (ID) is 

assigned to each tag for identification, and tagging specific targets with RFID tags allows for 

individualization and recognition of each target by the attached ID. Through the wireless 

interface, each tag can report data when queried over radio by a RFID reader. The RFID reader 

can execute read, write, and overwrite commands on each tag over the wireless interface. 

However, RFID readers can only recognize tags in close proximity; a data tag that is out of range 

cannot be read by a reader. This distance limitation severely restricts RFID deployment. Despite 

equipping readers and tags with longer-range wireless communication capability, RFID readers 

still have difficulties in tracking or monitoring tags at a distance. To solve this distance limitation 

problem, a wireless sensor network can act as a bridge between the tags and the readers when 

tracking or monitoring remote targets. 

A wireless sensor network [33][36][56][71] consists of groups of sensor nodes connected by 

wireless links that perform sensing tasks, such as detecting changes in temperature, pressure, etc. 

These sensors are employed for specialized tasks like surveillance and security, environmental 

monitoring, location tracking, warfare, and health care.  
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Sensor nodes can communicate with RFID tags through the wireless interface. Since sensor 

nodes are cheap, they can be widely deployed to monitor every target, allowing readers to find 

targets at a distance. Although the use of sensor nodes solves the distance limitation problem, it 

introduces additional security challenges. 

Examples of such a network composed of sensors and RFID tags include: the management 

of medical waste disposal, the management of blood storage bag in hospitals, the management of 

books in libraries, etc. In the aforementioned environment, the collaboration of sensor nodes and 

tags can form a dynamic, distributed database, where each sensor node contains a tiny database 

that tracks the data stored in RFIDs. Since sensor nodes are widely deployed, they form a group 

of distinctive databases. Simply encrypting the database ensures data security; however, it raises 

the issue of searching secrets. 

Searching unencrypted data in a conventional remote database is relatively easy, but it leads 

to a serious problem: these queries may leak private information during transmission. One 

possible solution to prevent data leakage is to encrypt the original data and place it in a remote 

database. However, conventional cryptosystems and authentication schemes incur high 

computation cost, and may not be feasible for a network composed of wireless sensor nodes and 

RFIDs. Redesigning conventional cryptosystems and authentication schemes is a challenging 

task.  

Due to the limited resource and computation capability of sensor nodes, it is desirable to 

search encrypted data without the need to decrypt it. In a typical application, sensor nodes 

encrypt data to improve security against intrusions. To search data, a sensor node must first 

decrypt the data, a process which usually causes significant delay. Moreover, computation-

limited, low cost devices, such as sensor nodes and RFID tags, leave the decrypted data 

vulnerable to disclosure. In such an exposed environment, it is desirable to develop a new secret 
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search method that performs secret search directly on ciphertexts without the need to decrypt 

them, thereby preserving secrecy and avoiding decryption delay. 

For secret search in wireless sensor networks, the following requirements are considered 

important: 

5) Secrecy: Storing data in an encrypted form helps retain its confidentiality. Because sensors 

are vulnerable, computation-limited, and low cost devices, allowing sensors to decrypt data 

to perform a search results in unnecessary risk of disclosure. Thus, sensors must execute a 

secret search directly on ciphertext, rather than plaintext. Furthermore, data transmitted over 

a wireless interface is susceptible to exposure. Therefore, sensors must only transmit 

encrypted data. In summary, the data must remain in an encrypted form and should not be 

decrypted unless necessary to minimize the possibility of disclosure. 

6) Authentication: Since the network obtains data from a large number of sensors or tags, 

attackers can easily acquire readers with the same specifications to extract data stored in the 

tags. Therefore, both the reader and the tag need to verify the authenticity of its 

communication counterpart before executing read or write operations.  

7) Integrity: Assuring data integrity prevents attackers from using unauthorized readers to 

modify or inject data into databases. Readers or tags must verify data integrity upon receipt 

of data. 

8) Performance: Requiring a sensor node to decrypt data before searches causes significant and 

unnecessary delay. Also, the limited computation capabilities of sensor nodes and tags 

hinder them from performing complex operations, such as encryption and exponential 

calculations. Therefore, all operations must be redesigned to fit their computation 

capabilities. 
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Our contribution is threefold. First, we propose an architecture consisting of passive RFIDs 

and RFID-aware sensor networks (ARIES). This architecture extends RFID’s capabilities through 

a wireless sensor network by utilizing sensor nodes to locate targets at a distance. Second, we 

design a private mutual authentication protocol (AMULET) which is feasible for RFIDs and 

sensor nodes, and reduces the cost of re-authentication. Third, we present a secret search protocol 

(SSP) that enables readers to perform searches over encrypted data, allowing data to remain 

encrypted during transmission or at vulnerable locations. By only using one-way hash functions, 

pseudo random number generation functions, and XOR operations, SSP accommodates the 

resource limitations of both tags and sensors. In addition, SSP can solve the problem that same 

plaintexts at different places will be encrypted into the same ciphertexts.  

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the proposed ARIES 

architecture for RFID and sensor networks, while section 3 presents our AMULET mutual 

authentication protocol for readers and tags.  The SSP secret search protocol is presented to query 

encrypted data in section 4, and more advanced properties are discussed in section 5. Finally, 

section 6 provides security proof of the proposed schemes, and section 7 concludes our work. 

 

ARIES 

In this section, we introduce our system architecture, participating roles and their setups 

when deploying such a network.  The notation we used are listed below: 

jID : The identity of RFID tag j 

jiS , : A secret key shared by reader i and tag j 

iEK : A symmetric encryption key used by reader i 

R : Nonce 
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f :   1,01,0 *   A pseudo random number generating function  

H :   1,01,0 *  : An one-way hash function 

Motivated by the distance limitation problem of RFID readers, we propose an ARchitecture 

of RFIDs and RFID-aware sEnsor networkS (ARIES). Three roles are involved in our proposed 

system: RFID reader (abbr. as reader in what follows), RFID tag (abbr. as tag in what follows), 

and RFID-aware Sensor node (abbr. as sensor node in what follows). Since tags (tags on 

moveable targets) may be quite far away from readers, sensor nodes in our architecture is used as 

the gap between readers and tags by transmitting commands from reader to tag or sending tag 

data to readers, allowing readers to trace any tag located far away. 

Although an RFID reader is called a reader by convention, it also has writing capability. 

Thus, a reader can perform read, write, and overwrite operations on RFID tags through the 

wireless interface. In our system, readers have access to a shared database storing all authorized 

IDs. To construct a secure channel between readers and tags, the readers share a unique secret 

key s with each tag. While readers save all tag pairs ),( IDs  in the shared database, each tag stores 

its individual secret key s locally. Additionally, each reader possesses a unique encryption key 

iEK  to encrypt data, which it saves locally and remotely (on the shared database). iEK  can be 

used to verify the ownership of encrypted data. 

An RFID tag is a small, thin, readable, and writeable device that can store limited data. 

Embedded with a transceiver, each tag can communicate via wireless channels with other devices, 

such as readers or sensor nodes. Because tags have limited computation capability, intensive 

operations, such as encryption, are impractical for tags. Therefore, we will introduce new 

methods supporting lightweight authentication in section 3. 
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An RFID-aware sensor node is a tiny device capable of detecting RFID tags. It is also 

outfitted with a transceiver to communicate with readers and tags through a wireless interface. 

Like tags, sensor nodes are cheap and widely dispersible. 

As mentioned earlier, sensor nodes can compensate for the distance limitation of RFID 

readers. To reach readers, we assume that the sensor network allows for multi-hop 

communication. Furthermore, readers, tags, and sensor nodes can maintain secure 

communications. However, we do not introduce a security scheme between readers and sensors, 

tags and sensors, or readers and tags. Instead, we merely indicate that secure channels exist 

through shared secret keys or pre-distributed verifiable key pairs.. 

To prevent replay attacks, we assume that each reader, tag, and sensor node has a 

synchronized timer, allowing them to verify that an authentication process has not expired. 

Though it is unpractical to put a timer into a tag, the tag yet can have a timer virtually by 

neighboring sensor nodes periodically sending their timer readings. Our system merely requires 

loose time synchronization because of infrequent authentication. Because past researchers have 

investigated time synchronization [42][38]. We do not address this issue here. Another 

consideration is tags can be compromised and send bogus timestamps. Several existing protocols 

using majority vote can successfully solve this. We do not intend to discuss this as it is beyond 

our scope. 
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Figure 10 ARIES architecture. 

 

In our architecture, readers can request data from faraway tags via sensor nodes. Figure 10 

depicts the RFID readers, RFID tags, and RFID-aware wireless sensor nodes that make up the 

ARIES architecture. The sensor node collects data from tags in its vicinity and stores it in a local 

tiny database, where each attribute represents characteristics of the target. Table 6 represents a 

sample distributed tiny database. The (Target ID, Sensor ID) pair indicates the Target ID which is 

detect by Sensor ID. These pairs roughly reveal the geographical information about all targets. 

The ( nAttrAttrAttr ,, 21  )-tuple manifests the data stored in the target. This distributed database 

can be used not only to search specific event with some user-interesting values, but also can be 

used to track the location of every sensor node and target. 
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)(AnAttr

)1(BAttr )2(BAttr )(BnAttr

)1(KAttr )2(KAttr )(KnAttr

ASensor

ASensor

BSensor

KSensor

IDSensor IDTarget  

1ID

2ID

2ID

7ID
 

Table 6 Distributed tiny database. 

 

This architecture is workable for passive RFID tags needs only RF signals to charge and 

becomes active. No extra power waste will be needed, and thus each sensor nodes can reduce 

unnecessary power consumption in reading or writing RFID tags. 

 

AMULET 

In this section, we are going to introduce a lightweight authentication mechanism between 

readers and tags. Since all query actions are initiated by readers, the sensor nodes are merely 

viewed as generic routers and used only to forward these queries to tags. Therefore, our scheme 

only focuses on building low-computation authentication between readers and tags. 

AMULET involves two phases. The setting phase and authentication phase. The setting 

phase initializes necessary components, such as IDs and keys, which will be used for 

authentication. The authentication phase performs mutual authentication for sensor nodes and 

tags. 
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Setting Phase 

    In AMULET, we need to setup two components: the tag and the reader. For each tag, it is 

assigned with an unique identification, iID , and a unique secret, is . All pairs of ),( ii sID  are stored 

in the reader’s database, that will be used in authentication phase. These settings are performed in 

factor or library before deploying them into real work. 

    Since the passive tag has limited computation capabilities, it cannot afford complicated 

operations. It is reasonable assume that in our paradigm the tag can afford lightweight operations 

including XOR and a pseudo random number generating function f [66]. The pseudo random 

number generating function f also be stored in both the tag and the reader. 

 

Authentication Phase 

Authentication is the first step in building a trust relationship between readers and tags. 

Since readers and tags rely on wireless communication, attackers may eavesdrop on transmitted 

data and extract passwords. Previous research characterizes RFID communication as 

asymmetrical in signal strength. That is, attackers have an easier time listening in on signals from 

reader to tag than on data from tag to reader. Additionally, attackers can easily purchase readers 

and tags to perform malevolent operations. Therefore, we propose A MUtuaL authEntication 

proTocol (AMULET) for readers and tags to prevent attackers from impersonating authorized 

entities. 

    Wagner et al. propose a PRF-based private authentication protocol in [66], which extends 

Weis’s randomized hash lock protocol. Their authentication scheme comprises of a triple of 

probabilistic polynomial time algorithms ),,( TRG  (for Generator, Reader, and Tag). Also, each 
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tag possesses a unique secret is  and identification iID , and the reader contains a database storing 

all pairs of ),( ii IDs . In their protocol, each reader needs to authenticate every target, even if 

another reader previously validates the tag. This redundant authentication imposes unnecessary 

overhead on low computation power devices.  

    In our scheme, we assign each tag a unique secret is  and identification iID  and store all the tag 

pairs ),( ii IDs  in a database. According to the protocol outlined in Figure 11, AMULET involves 

the following steps: 

1. To begin the authentication process, the reader chooses a random number nR }1,0{1  , checks 

the current time 1T , and calculates )( 11 TRsf i , where ||  indicates string concatenation. For a 

reader to authenticate a tag with iID , the reader then sends a Hello packet to the tag that 

includes 1R , 1T , and )( 11 TRsf i . 

2. When the tag receives a Hello packet, it chooses a random number nR }1,0{2  , checks the 

current time 2T , and calculates )||||( 221 TRRfIDi  . The tag sends a packet containing 2R , 

2T , and   back to the reader and also saves a copy of 2R  and 2T . It is quite reasonable that 

tags have enough memory space to store these two parameters. 

3. Upon receiving 2R , 2T , and  , the reader verifies that )||||||( 221 TRRsfID ii   and 12 TT  . 

It then checks for the current time 3T , computes the time difference 23 TTT  , calculates 

)||||||( 21 TRRsfID ii  , and returns an Ack (acknowledgement) packet to the tag that 

includes T  and  . In addition, the reader updates the original tag pair ),( ii IDs  to 

),,,( 22 TRIDs ii . 

4. Finally, the tag validates the Ack packet by checking that )||||||( 21 TRRsfID ii   . 
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RFIDin  stored Data

 

Figure 11 AMULET architecture. 

 

AMULET can reduce the re-authentication cost when a reader wishes to send commands to an 

authenticated tag. The reader need not re-authenticate the tag because the database stores the 

tag’s information ),,,( 22 TRIDs ii . As depicted in Figure 12, the tag can verify future commands by 

the following two steps: 

1. If a new reader queries the database and obtains ),,,( 22 TRIDs ii  instead of ),( ii IDs , then it 

recognizes that another reader already authenticated the tag with this iID . As a result, it 

chooses a random number nR }1,0{1  , checks for the current time 3T , computes the difference 

in time 23 TTT  , and calculates )||||||||( 21 TRRdCmsfID ii  .  The reader then sends its 

command dCm  , along with 1R , T , and   , to the tag. 

2. Upon receipt of the dCm   packet, the tag verifies that 23 TTT   and 

)||||||||( 21 TRRdCmsfID ii    before executing dCm  . Otherwise, the tag drops the 

command. 
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),,,( 22 TRIDS )(,,, 211 TRRdCmsfIDRTdCm is  

DataBase RW-RFID 22 ,TR
1Target 

 

Figure 12 Commands verification without re-authentication process. 

 

As previously mentioned, it is harder to eavesdrop on the channel from tag to reader than 

from the reader to tag; accordingly, AMULET provides security against passive eavesdropping on 

the reader-to-tag link. A common attack to authentication protocols is man-in-the-middle attack, 

which AMULET naturally resists. Although an attacker can gather 1R  and 1T  from the reader and 

2R , 2T , and )||||||( 221 TRRsfID ii   from the tag, it does not possess the secret key is , and thus 

cannot modify or inject its own  . Consequently, man-in-the-middle attacks will not succeed 

against our protocol, and we will formally prove this property in section 4. Furthermore, 

AMULET can defeat replay attacks when tags check that T  has not expired and   or    is valid 

for a first-time authentication or re-authentication procedure, respectively. 

SSP 

To preserve data privacy, simply encrypting data prevents attackers from discerning the 

contents. However, traditional cryptography is not feasible in tags and sensor nodes because of 

their limited computation capability. Moreover, it is difficult to search encrypted data. To solve 

this problem, we propose a Secret Search Protocol (SSP), which maintains data in an encrypted 

form but allows authorized readers to perform searches without disclosing data during 

transmissions or queries. 
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SSP involves two phases: data encryption phase, and data search phase. The data encryption 

phase encrypts data and stores corresponding ciphertext to tags. The data search phase describes 

how to achieve private search on ciphertexts. 

Data Encryption Phase 

In SSP, tags store each characteristic of their associated target as an attribute of the target. 

We can formally describe a target as ),2,1( AttrNAttrAttrB  , where N is the number of 

attributes. For example, a tag attached to a book may store the book’s ID, title, authors, check-in 

and check-out time, borrower’s ID, etc. Personal attributes like borrower’s ID must not be 

exposed to unauthorized readers or attackers. As shown in Figure 13, SSP involves the following 

steps: 

1. For an attribute AttrK , the reader first generates ),( 2RsH i
K  by iteratively hashing ),( 2Rsi  K 

times, where K indicates the number of the sequential order of AttrK . 

2. Next, the reader generates )( i
K EKH  by iteratively hashing iEK  K times. 

3. After calculating )),(||||||( 22 RsHRKsf K
i , the reader XOR it with K to form 

)),(||||||( 22 RsHRKsfK i
K

i . 

4. Finally, the reader computes  )( i
K EKHAttrKKrAtt  and overwrites AttrK  with 

KrAtt  . 



),,( 2RIDs ii )),(||||||( 22 RsHRKsfK i
K

i

KrAtt 
 )( K

K EKHAttrK

 

Figure 13 SSP operations for attribute K. 
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Once every attribute is overwritten, attackers will learn nothing from the encrypted data. 

Since K is different for all attributes, each attribute generates a different encrypted attribute value 

even if some attribute values happen to be the same. This will keep attributes relatively private. 

Figure 14 illustrates SSP’s operations. 

),2,1( AttrNAttrAttrB 
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Figure 14 SSP operations. 

 

Authorized readers can inversely-transform KrAtt   back to AttrK by computing 

)),(||||||()( 22 RsHRKsfKEKHKrAttAttrK i
K

ii
K  . Because authorized readers can retrieve 

),( 2Rsi  from the database, they can easily calculate AttrK  without exposing sensitive and private 

data during wireless transmission. 
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A major contribution of SSP is that it ensures the privacy of the remaining attributes in the 

event that some attributes are compromised. Since )),(||||||( 22 RsHRKsf i
K

i  varies by K, 

))),(||||||(()()1()1( 2
11 RsHRKsfKEKHKAttrKrAtt i

K
ii

K    will remain secure even when 

)),(||||||( 22 RsHRKsf i
K

i  is compromised. 

 

Data Search Phase 

To search for an attribute AttrK , the RFID-reader broadcasts an encrypted query 

)( i
K EKHAttrK   to all sensor nodes. Next, each sensor node calculates KrAtt   by 

)),(||||||()( 22 RsHRKsfKEKHAttrKKrAtt i
K

ii
K   with its own is , 2R , and every value of 

K . The sensor node must calculate an KrAtt   for all sK '  because it does not know the value of 

K . If any sensor node finds a match, it returns KrAtt   and K  to the RFID-reader. Since data is 

encrypted, privacy is maintained during the transmission. 

 

Security Analysis 

In this section, we first demonstrate the security of AMULET under man-in-the-middle 

attacks. Second, we provide an analysis that discusses the resources required to break SSP. 

Before we proceed to theoretical proof, we first describe the security requirements 

specifying the attacker’s abilities and when the later is considered successful. The abilities and 

disabilities of the attackers include: 

 The attacker has an arbitrary polynomial-time computation power 

 The attacker can eavesdrop to messages in the Air 

 The attacker can modify encrypted messages 
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 The attacker can compromise tags 

 The attacker cannot compromise readers 

 The attacker cannot not know the shared secrets is  and the encryption keys iEK  

An attacker is considered to be successful if the attacker can comprise the original messages or 

attributes, or forge an legal encrypted data. In our system, we consider only passive attacks where 

attackers can only listen to the messages transmitted in the Air or modify the messages. We do 

not intend to solve active attackers’ problem as these kinds of attacks are not hard to be solved 

merely by any cryptographic algorithms.  

Before we begin our proof, we give several definitions below. 

Definition 1: (Instance) We can formally describe a target by its ID and attributes, where 

),2,1,( AttrNAttrAttrIDB B  . An instance BX  is defined as ),,2,1( AttrNAttrAttrX B  , and a 

verification function fV  is defined as 


n

i
Bf AttriXV

1
)( . Each instance is a part of the distributed 

database, and the verification function is used to distinguish one instance from another. 

Definition 2: (Distinguishable) Two instances of a target are distinguishable if any attribute 

has different values. 

Defintion 3: (R-Breakable) Let an instance ),,2,1( AttrNAttrAttrX B  . If BX  can be 

derived from R ( NR  ) attributes, then it is R-Breakable. Under the same condition, a system is 

R-Breakable if it needs R resources to break the system. 

 

 Security of AMULET 

We classify man-in-the-middle attacks into three categories: type-1 attack modifies 1R  only, 

type-2 attack modifies 2R  only, and type-3 attack modifies 1R , 2R , and  . We will show that 

these three types of attacks fail against our authentication protocol.  
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Figure 15 Type-1 man-in-the-middle attack 

 

Type-1 attacker, shown in Figure 15, eavesdrops on 1R , generates a false value 1R , and 

delivers it to the tag. The tag then uses 2R  to generate )||||||( 221 TRRsfID i   and sends 2R , 

2T , and   back to the reader. Since 11 RR  , the reader will find that 

)||||||()||||||( 221221 TRRsfTRRsf ii  . As a result, the readers can prevent type-1 man-in-the-middle 

attacks. 
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Figure 16 Type-2 man-in-the-middle attack. 

 

As depicted in Figure 16, a type-2 attacker eavesdrops on 2R , produces a false value 2R , 

and transmits 2R  and   back to the reader. Because 22 RR  , the reader will find that 

)||||||()||||||( 221221 TRRsfTRRsf ii  , thus thwarting type-2 man-in-the-middle attacks. 

22 ,TR),,,( 22 TRIDs ii

)||||(,, 1111 TRsfTR i )||||(,, 1111 TRsfTR i

)||||||(,, 22122 TRRsfIDRT ii )||||||(,, 22122 TRRsfIDRT ii  

)||||||()||||||( 221221 TRRsfTRRsf ii 
11 RR 

ii IDDI 

1Target 
DataBase reader-RFID

 

Figure 17 Type-3 man-in-the-middle attack. 
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In Figure 17, a type-3 attacker generates false 1R , 2R , and   back to the reader and the tag 

separately. Since is  remains secret, the reader will observe that 

)||||||()||||||( 221221 TRRsfTRRsf ii  and DIIDi  , causing type-3 man-in-the-middle attacks to fail. 

 

 Security of SSP 

We provide a proof of SSP’s security strength in terms of the secrecy of its attributes. By 

establishing the number of resources required to compromise a system, we can evaluate its 

security strength. Theorem 1 states that an attacker must have knowledge of both s  and 2R  to 

compromise KrAtt  , where 

))),(||||||(()( 22 RsHRKsfKEKHAttrKKrAtt i
K

ii
K   Eq(13) 

Theorem 1: )),(||||||( 22 RsHRKsf i
K

i  is ),( 2Rsi -breakable. 

Proof: Since attackers may extract the values of N and K, only s and 2R  must be kept secret. 

Attackers must know both is  and 2R  to compromise )),(||||||( 22 RsHRKsf i
K

i . Thus, 

)),(||||||( 22 RsHRKsf i
K

i  is ),( 2Rsi -breakable. 

An instance is a collection of all attributes of a tag whose security strength is defined by the 

number of attributes needed to compromise the tag. Thus, as the number of distinguishable 

attributes increase, the instance will attain a higher security level. 

Theorem 2: Given an instance of any two attributes Attr’I, Attr’J, where I ≠ J, there does not 

exist a different instance Attr’’I, Attr’’J, such that the verification function evaluates to the same 

value ),(),( JrAttIrAttVJrAttIrAttV ff  . 
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Proof: Let AttrI, AttrJ be two original attributes such that I > J, Attr’I, Attr’J, be their 

transformed attributes, and ),( JrAttIrAttVf   be the verification of the transformed attributes. We 

will prove that an attacker cannot generate attributes Attr’’I, Attr’’J that satisfies 

),(),( JrAttIrAttVJrAttIrAttV ff  . 

From equation 1, we know that  

 )( JrAttIrAttV f

)))),((||||||(()(()))),((||||||(()(( 2222 RsHRKsfKEKHAttrJRsHRKsfKEKHAttrI i
J

ii
J

i
I

ii
I   

An important property of our protocol is that AttrI can be used to authenticate AttrJ by checking 

that 

)),((),( 22 RsHHRsH i
IIJ

i
J   Eq(14) 

If an attacker generates attributes Attr’’I, Attr’’J, ),( 2RsH i
I  and ),( 2RsH i

J  can be calculated by 

the following two equations. 

)),(||||||( 22 RsHRIsfIAttrIIrAtt i
I

i  Eq(15) 

)),(||||||( 22 RsHRJsfJAttrJJrAtt i
J

i  Eq(16) 

Because only authorized readers and tags know is  and 2R , the attacker cannot falsify ),( 2RsH i
I  

and ),( 2RsH i
J . This property is vital because if the attacker could successfully generate false 

attributes and the readers or tags cannot aware of the falsity, the attacker could therefore inject 

unnecessary data or operation to tags. This makes readers or tags unreliable.  

 

The next theorem stipulates that an attacker must compromise all attributes of an instance to 

deceive readers. If only a portion of the attributes are compromised, the reader can still verify the 

instance. We will use induction to show that an instance of a target B is N-breakable and 

distinguishable, where N is the number of attributes of B. 
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Theorem 3: Let NrAttrAttrAttAttriBV
n

i
f  


21)(

0
. B is N-breakable and distinguishable.  

Proof: Let ),,2,1( AttrNAttrAttrB   be the original attributes and 

),,2,1( NrAttrAttrAttB    be the attributes after transformation. 

For N = 2, B is 2-breakable by theorem 2. 

Suppose when N=P, B is P-breakable. We want to prove B is P-breakable when N=P+1. Let 

)1,,,2,1(1  AttrNAttrNAttrAttrB  . From theorem 2, we know that every pair of attributes is 

distinguishable. Therefore, 1AttrN  and AttrM  are distinguishable for NM ,2,1  by verifying 

),( 2
1 RsH i

N  and ),(,),,(),,( 22
2

2
1 RsHRsHRsH i

N
i   respectively. Since all N+1 attributes are 

distinguishable, we have shown that an instance of a target is N-breakable. 

If the new attribute AttrK  is inserted between 1Attr  and AttrN , AttrK  can be verified by 

both its predecessor attribute )1( KAttr  and its successor attribute 1AttrK  through equations 5 

and 6. 

),()),(( 22
1 RsHRsHH i

K
i

K   Eq(17) 

),()),(( 2
1

2 RsHRsHH i
K

i
K   Eq(18) 

If both equations 5 and 6 are satisfied, the added attribute AttrK  is valid. Otherwise, AttrK  is 

invalid and should be discarded. Since an instance B is N-breakable, it needs to compromise 

entire N attributes to achieve falsity. Moreover, if only one attribute is compromised, the attacker 

cannot use this attribute to generate other false attributes. 

 

Summary 

In this section, we discuss some practical considerations for the proposed schemes and give 

comparisons with related work. 
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Practical Considerations 

The proposed secret search protocol (SSP) is feasible for a network with sensor nodes and 

RFID tags as SSP uses low-computation operations, that is, a hash function and a random number 

generating function, to encrypt and search data.  Unlike other schemes, SSP gets clients (tags) 

involved in the data encryption process. The reader uses the random number 2R  generated by 

each tag as a parameter in encryption process. It is clear that in the scheme, each tag generates 

different 2R , and this enhances security and privacy strength of the data encryption process. It can 

be verified by the readers if the data is being copied to another tag if the tag does not know 2R . 

 

Supporting Fixed-Index Search Queries 

A problem occurred in private search schemes [39] is that private search schemes are hard to 

provide fixed-index search among different clients. Most private search schemes uses different 

encryption keys for each client (databases) to provide better security strength when a client is 

compromised. However, using different encryption keys causes inconvenience in searching data. 

The private search scheme provides fixed-index search queries, however, it leads to a security 

and privacy problem, that is, all encrypted data are identical in clients. 

In SSP, a reader can use the same encryption key EK  for every tag, but still the encrypted 

data are different for every tag as long as these tags do not use the same 2R . In this case, the data 

encryption process can be reduced to: 

. 

)),(||||||()( 22 RsHRKsfKEKHKATTRciphertext i
K

i  Eq(19) 
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Since each tag owns different 2R , the ciphertext will be different according to different tags. To 

search, the reader uses )( EKHKATTR   to search all tags (clients), and each tag will generate their 

own )),(||||||( 22 RsHRKsfK i
K

i  and check if there’s any attribute satisfying eq. 7. Our proposed 

encryption scheme simplifies search query by supporting fixed-index search but remains data 

secrecy and privacy for different clients (tags). 

 

Supporting Ciphertext Update 

It is obvious that if a reader is compromised, the compromised reader can retrieve all 

encrypted data in clients and recover all private information stored in clients. In AMULET, this 

can be solved as tags can support ciphertext update if a tag was notified that a reader was 

compromised. The tag then can choose a new random number 2R  and update the original 

ciphertext )),(||||||()( 22 RsHRKsfKEKHKATTRciphertext i
K

ii   to  

)),(||||||()(  )( 22 RsHRKsfKEKHKATTRciphertextupdated i
K

ii  . 

Then the tag just notify all but the compromised readers to update their ),( 2Rsi  to ),( 2Rsi   to finish 

the ciphertext update. 

    It is our advantage that even the random number 2R  is changed to 2R , all reader can still use 

)( iEKHKATTR   to query data. The query process remains the same. However, when a 

compromised reader receives )),(||||||()( 22 RsHRKsfKEKHKATTR i
K

ii  , since the compromised 

reader still stored unmodified ),( 2Rsi  in its database, the compromised reader cannot retrieve 

KATTR . The data remains secure and private. 
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Chapter 5 

Adaptive Random Key Distribution Schemes for 

Wireless Sensor Networks 

 

Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is a kind of network composed of nodes associated with 

sensors. Each node has the characteristics of small size, limited power, low computation and 

wireless access. The sensor node is responsible for collecting and delivering data over wireless 

network, and it is desirable to keep the delivered data confidential along the wireless transmission 

path from one node to another.  

To ensure secure peer-to-peer wireless communication, the shared session key between any 

two nodes must be derived. Some protocols use a trusted third party to deliver keys to every node, 

while other protocols pre-distribute communication keys to all nodes. Since WSNs are self-

organized and trusted third party may not be available, key pre-distribution protocols are often 

adopted in such networks. However, key pre-distribution protocols need to store session keys in 

every node. This may be difficult in a sensor network where thousands of nodes are deployed 

with limited storage space only enough to store a small number of session keys. It is desirable to 

design a new key pre-distribution protocol, which can reduce the storage space of session keys 

for a large WSN without degrading its security. 

Eschenauer and Gligor [23] proposed a key management scheme based on Random Graph 

Theory. The Random Graph Theory is defined as follows. A random graph G(n, p) is a graph 
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with n nodes, and the probability that a link exists between any two nodes in the graph is p. When 

p is zero, the graph G has no edges, whereas when p is one, the graph G is fully connected. Erdős 

and Rényi [9] showed the monotone properties of a random graph G(n, p) that there exists a 

threshold value of p, over which value the property exhibits a “phase transition”, i.e. the 

probability for G to have that property will transit from “likely false” to “likely true”. The 

threshold probability is defined by:  

n

Pn
p c ))ln(ln()ln( 


                    Eq(20) 

where Pc stands for desired probability of the property.  

Furthermore, the expected degree of a node can be calculated by: 

n

Pnn
npd c )))ln(ln())(ln(1(

)1(*



       Eq(21) 

Therefore, the scheme only needs to select d keys to keep a network connected under probability 

p. It can then significantly reduce the key space. These results are adopted herein as base 

assumptions. We will propose two key distribution schemes: Adaptive Random Pre-distributed 

scheme (ARP) and Uniquely Assigned One-way Hash Function scheme (UAO). Both schemes 

pre-distribute keys in each node before its deployment. According to random graph theory, a 

sensor network can be connected as long as enough keys are selected. Therefore, each node can 

communicate with each other without key exchange, which can save computational overhead for 

communications. More than that, both schemes minimize the storage requirement for key 

management. Though UAO scheme needs more storage space than ARP does, it provides mutual 

authentication. 
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows: The Adaptive Random Pre-distributed scheme 

and the Uniquely Assigned One-way Hash Function scheme are presented in Section II and III, 

respectively. Finally we give a conclusion in Section IV.  

 

Adaptive Random Pre-distribution Scheme 

ARP scheme is composed of two parts. One is the key pool, and the other is the key selection 

algorithm. The purpose of key pool is to store randomly generated keys, and the key selection 

algorithm is to select a set of keys from the key pool. Every node needs to select a set of keys 

from the key pool by using key selection algorithm before its deployment. These selected keys 

are saved in each node’s storage space. Any two nodes shares a common key is able to securely 

communicate with each other by using this shared key. In ARP, the key pool is a two-

dimensional key pool in which keys are generated in two phases, and are arranged in two-

dimensional order matrix. The key is pre-generated as follows: 

 

Key Pool Generation Algorithm 

 

Step 1: Randomly generate t keys, called seed keys, and any t one-way hash functions. 

Step 2: For every seed key 0,iK  and one-way hash function iF , a one-way key chain is 

generated.  It uses 0,iK  as initial input, and computes the generated key with a one-way hash 

function iF . The generated key is fed back into iF  to generate a third key.  The 

procedure )( ,1, jiji KFK   is repeated until the entire key chain is generated.   
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Consequently, the key chain 0KC  of length s, is composed of a series of keys, 0,iK , 1,iK , …, 

1, siK .  With t seed keys and t one-way hash functions, t key chains generated, 

namely 0KC , 1KC ,…, 1tKC . 

Figure 18 demonstrates the difference between the conventional random key pool and the 

Two-Dimension Key Pool. As shown in Figure 18(a), the original random key pool can be 

regarded as a set of keys disorderly spread into a large pool. In Figure 18(b), keys of the Two-

Dimension Key Pool are arranged in an s by t matrix. 

(a) The unordered key pool (b) The Two-Dimension key pool

s

t

 

Figure 18 Unordered key pool and the Two-Dimension key pool with t = 10, s = 10. 

 

Key Selection Algorithm 

 

The key selection algorithm is used to select a set of communication keys by all nodes before 

its deployment. The detail of the key selection algorithm for ARP scheme is described as follows.  
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First, suppose we need r keys, each sensor node randomly pick up an one-way key chain 

),,,( 1,1,0,  tiiii KCKCKCKC   from the Two-Dimension Key Pool. Second, each sensor node 

randomly picks up the rest trr   keys. Each key is selected from different key chains, except 

the key chain iKC  selected in step 1. Third, each sensor node will randomly pick up one key in 

the key chain selected in step 2. Fourth, each sensor node has chosen one key chain iKC  and r’ 

single keys. For each sensor node, it will only need to memorize those r’ keys and the one-way 

hash function iF  and seed key 0,iKC  of the key chain iKC . 

Figure 19 shows an example of key selection, where t = 10, s = 10, and r’ = 5. The randomly 

selected one-way key chain is 3KC , and the rest r’ randomly picked keys are 6,0KC , 8,5KC , 3,6KC , 

7,8KC , and 4,9KC .  

s

t

s

t

KC2

 

Figure 19 A key selection example 

 

Uniquely Assigned One-Way Hash Function Scheme 

  In ARP, any two nodes shared a session key can directly communicate with each other in a 

secure way. However, a key in ARP may be shared by more than two nodes, and therefore a node 
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may not be able to authenticate with the shared key the identity of an individual.  To cope with 

the problem, UAO extends ARP to authenticate individual sensor node identities. The detail of 

UAO is describes as follows.   

For each sensor node SNi, it was assigned a unique identity IDi and a uniquely assigned one-

way hash function Fi before its deployment. In contrast to ARP key selection algorithm, UAO 

scheme does not select key. Instead, it uses IDi and Fi to decide a key, where IDi can be the 

node’s MAC address or identifier; and Fi is a one-way hash functions. The UAO key decision 

algorithm is as follows: 

 

Key Decision Algorithm: 

 

Step1: Assume the required number of keys to achieve the Random Graph theory is r. For each 

sensor node SNi in the network, the first SNi will randomly select r of other sensor nodes in the 

network. We denote the sensor nodes selected by SNi as 1vSN , 2vSN , …, vrSN . 

Step 2: For each SNvj , where j ranges from 1 to r, it will use its unique one-way hash function 

Fj to generate a unique Kj for SNi. The Kj is generated by the following equation: 

)( ijj IDFK 
 

SNi will memorize all pairs of Kj and IDj in its key ring. 

 

Mutual Authentication 

 

After applying key decision algorithm, every node is deployed in a WSN. For any 

communication between two nodes, SNi and SNj, SNi shares unique session key Kj with SNj, and 
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SNj shares unique session key Ki with SNi. We can achieve mutual authentication due to SNi is 

the only one node which owns the unique one-way hash function Fi. If SNi can correctly 

calculate Kj and decrypt the cipher, then SNj can authenticate the identity of SNi. Due to Kj is 

derived from Fi and IDj, if SNj really owns the key Kj then it will make the correct response. 

Therefore the SNi will be able to authenticate SNj with IDj. 

 

Evaluation 

  To evaluate ARP scheme and UAO scheme, both schemes are analyzed in space storage and 

security strength separately.  

 

Evaluation of ARP Scheme: 

 

  To evaluate ARP scheme, the connectivity probability is analyzed because it was observed in 

the preceding section that ARP is proposed based on Random Graph Theory. If the connectivity 

probability of different schemes is putting the same, the scheme which needs minimum keys will 

need less storage space than other schemes.  

To evaluate the required probability of connectivity, the network size n and the expected 

probability Pc of forming a connected graph must be determined. By given n and Pc, we can 

calculate the threshold probability p and the expected degree d by Equation (20) and (21). 

Moreover, since a sensor node cannot communicate with all other nodes in the network, only a 

limited number of neighbor nodes n’ can be contacted. Therefore, the probability of sharing a 

common key between any two nodes in a neighborhood is:  
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'
'

n

d
p 

 

Also, the required key ring size s and the key pool size K to achieve the probability of 

neighborhood connectivity can be determined. 

We denote the probability of any two nodes in the neighborhood sharing at least one common 

key in Two-Dimension Key Pool Selecting scheme as p’. It is proved that p’ is related to the 

number of key chains t, key chain length s, and the number of selected keys r’. The p’ can be 

calculated by one minus the probability that any two nodes in the neighborhood do not sharing 

any key. To calculate the probability that any two nodes A and B do not sharing any key, the 

calculation can be categorized into four parts: 

 

(1) A’s one-way key chain does not match with B’s one-way key chain. 

(2) A’s one-way key chain does not match with any B’s selected keys. 

(3) A’s selected keys do not match with B’s one-way key chain. 

(4) A’s selected keys do not match with any B’s selected keys. 

Since B selects one hash function and r’ selected keys in different key chains, A’s one-way key 

chain must belong to the rest of the h – (r’+1) key chains. Therefore, the probability of matching 

the first and the second conditions both are h

rh )1'( 

. 

In the third condition, it is taken into consider that we randomly choose r’ key chains from the 

key pool. A’s r’ selected keys must not belong to A’s key chain. As to match the third condition, 

it must not also belong to B’s key chain. Thus the probability can be calculated as  
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For the fourth condition, it is supposed that A and B have exactly i selected keys belonging to 

the same i key chains and the probability that A and B have exactly i selected keys belonging to 

the same i key chains as p(i). There are 








i

r '

 ways to pick i common key chains from B’s selected 

key ring. There are only (h – 2 – r’) key chains for us to pick up the rest of A’s (r’ – i) selected 

keys, due to we have to eliminate A’s and B’s key chains and the other r’ key chains that B’s r’ 

selected keys belonging to. Thus there are 
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 ways to pick up the rest (r’ – i) key chains. 

The total number of ways for A to pick r’ key chains is 
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. Therefore we get the following 

equation: 
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Moreover, considering that A and B have exactly i selected keys belonging to the same key 

chains, the probability that A’s selected keys do not match with any B’s selected keys becomes: 

i

y
ip 










1
1)(

 

Hence, to calculate the probability of matching the fourth condition, we have to consider all 

possible value of i, where i = 0, 1, 2, …, r’. Thus the probability for the fourth condition is: 
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By Summarizing the above four conditions, we can calculate the probability p’ by the 

following equation: 
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Figure 20 shows the probability of connectivity with different configurations of number of key 

chains t and the key chain length s. 

 

Figure 20 Comparison of different configured Two-Dimension Key Pool Selecting Schemes and 

basic scheme (key pool size is 100,000) 

As Figure 20 shows, under the same connectivity probability, the ARP scheme requires fewer 

keys than basic method. In other words, the ARP scheme demands for less storage space than the 
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basic scheme does. Moreover, with different h and y value, the ARP scheme needs different 

storage space. This can be left as an option for deployment consideration. 

 

Evaluation of UAO: 

 

In this section, evaluations of the probability of connectivity and the maximum supported 

network size are analyzed consequently. The maximum supported network size stands for 

maximum sensor node capacity that can achieve mutual authentication under the same memory 

storage space attached in every sensor node. In addition, we also make a comparison with the 

random-pairwise scheme in maximum supported network size and the probability of connectivity. 

Probability of Connectivity: 

In UAO scheme, the probability of any two nodes in the neighborhood sharing a common key 

can be evaluated by one minus the probability of that either nodes does not have any key derived 

from the other’s unique one-way function. The probability for any node to get a key derived from 

a particular node’s one-way function is 
1n

r
. Because each node gets r keys in the key ring, 

those keys are derived from r of n – 1 other nodes in the network. The probability of any two 

nodes in the neighborhood sharing a common key will be 

2)
1

1(1'



n

r
p      Eq(22) 

Maximum Supported Network Size:  

By combining Equation (22) and (23), the following the equation can be derived. 
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Furthermore, by using Equation (21), the above equation can turn to be: 
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The above equation can be simplified to: 
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By calculating the root of the above quadratic equation, we can get: 
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       Eq(23) 

It can be more simplified as: 

)
'

11)(1(
n

d
nr   

In comparison with Random-pairwise scheme, we assume the network size is n, expected 

degree of graph connectivity is d, the number of neighbor nodes is n’, and the key ring size is r. 

According to the definition of pairwise scheme, there are only r nodes having common shared 

keys with each sensor node and it still has to achieve the expected degree in the neighborhood. 

Then we can find the following equation: 
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To analysis the relationship between memory space and network size, first we combine 

Equation (21) and Equation (25) to obtain the following equation: 
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                   Eq(25) 

According to the Equation (25), we can evaluate that the complexity of memory space 

requirement for the Random-pairwise scheme is ))ln(( nnO  . In addition, according to the 

Equation (24), it is found that the complexity of memory space requirement for the UAO scheme 

is ))ln(( nnO  . 

 

Figure 21 Comparison of Random-pairwise keys scheme and UAO scheme in memory 

requirement and maximum supported network size. 
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Figure 20 shows the comparisons of UAO scheme and random-pairwise keys distribution 

scheme in memory space requirement and the maximum supported network size. As Figure 21 

shows, UAO scheme achieves better performance in maximizing network size under the same 

memory requirement. Therefore, with the same sensor node hardware equipment, UAO can adapt 

more sensor nodes in a network while remaining more security strength than random-pairwise 

key distribution scheme. 

 

Summary 

Key distribution is a critical and fundamental issue for the security service in wireless sensor 

networks. The pre-distributed and symmetric cryptography based key management system will 

be well suitable for the resource limited sensor network. Two efficient schemes are proposed 

which are based on the Random Graph Theory to provide key distribution for the secure sensor 

network services. 

Adaptive Random Pre-distributed scheme needs less memory space at a given level of security 

strength. Uniquely Assigned One-Way Hash Function scheme possesses the characteristics of 

mutual authentication and resistance against node compromise. For a node with limited storage 

space, ARP can be used in the WSN with a large number of nodes.  

The choice of schemes depends on the network size and available memory space. If there is 

enough memory space and authentication of individuals is desirable, Uniquely Assigned One-

Way Hash Function scheme will be the better choice. This is mainly due to the fact that if a node 

is compromised, only one link is broken. Otherwise, the Adaptive Random Pre-distributed 

scheme serves as an alternative for the trade-off between memory space and security strength.   
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Chapter 6 

Conclusion and Future Work 

A wireless sensor network is a special network which has many constraints compared to a 

traditional computer network. These constrains include: 

 Limited Memory and Storage Space 

A sensor is a tiny device with only a small amount of memory and storage space. In order to 

build an effective security mechanism, it is necessary to limit the code size of the security 

algorithm and to limit the computation which can be affordable in sensor node.  

 Power Limitation 

 Energy is the biggest constraint to wireless sensor capabilities. When implementing a 

cryptographic function or protocol within a sensor node, the energy impact of the added security 

code must be considered.  

 Exposure to Physical Attacks 

The sensor may be deployed in an environment open to adversaries. The likelihood that a 

sensor suffers a physical attack in such an environment is therefore much higher than the typical 

PCs, which is located in a secure place and mainly faces attacks from a network. 

Due to these constraints it is difficult to directly employ the existing security approaches to the 

area of wireless sensor networks. Therefore, to develop useful security mechanisms is very 

important. 

In this dissertation, we proposed a security infrastructure for wireless sensor network. The 

proposed security infrastructure includes: a key distribution protocol (in Chapter 4), a mutual 
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authentication and encrypted-data searching protocol (in Chapter 3), and a secure data 

aggregation protocol (in Chapter 2). When designing these protocols, we take consider into these 

constrains and make our protocol to be affordable in wireless sensor network. 

Except design criteria listed above, we also need to consider the security requirement which a 

security protocol should fulfill in wireless sensor network. 

 Data Confidentiality 

A sensor network should not leak sensor readings to its neighbors and it is extremely important 

to build a secure channel in a wireless sensor network to keep data confidentiality. The standard 

approach for keeping sensitive data secret is to encrypt the data with a secret key that only 

intended receivers possess, thus achieving confidentiality. 

 Data Integrity 

With the implementation of confidentiality, an adversary may be unable to steal information. 

However, this doesn’t mean the data is safe. The adversary can change the data, so as to send the 

sensor network into disarray. Data loss or damage can even occur without the presence of a 

malicious node due to the harsh communication environment. Thus, data integrity ensures that 

any received data has not been altered in transit 

 Authentication 

An adversary can not just limited to modifying the data packet but also can change the whole 

packet stream by injecting additional packets. So the receiver needs to ensure that the data are 

originated from the correct source. On the other hand, when constructing the sensor network, 

authentication is necessary for many administrative tasks. From the above, we can see that 

message authentication is important for many applications in sensor networks. 

In the future, more investigations can be extended to our current algorithms. 

 Mathematical Operation 
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Currently our proposed data aggregation algorithm can only eliminate duplicate data. In the 

future, more mathematical operations, such as add, sub, mean, etc., should be added. 

However, it is critical to balance both the security and computation consumption.  

 Mobility Architecture 

Mobility is getting more and more important in WSN architecture. The sensor nodes could 

probe larger area with mobility. In mobility architecture, the case is totally different. First, 

nodes might be randomly deployed in one place but activate in another place. Therefore, 

algorithms required global knowledge is not feasible. Second, during data transmission, 

sensor nodes might be moving and secure data transmission is one new issue we’re facing. 

Third, routing routines might be frequently changed. How to quickly update routing 

information is another issue. 

For our proposed protocols, none of them can fulfill all the requirements mentioned above. 

However, mixing our proposed protocols can build a very good defense wall against attacks. 

Aggregation is very useful technique deployed in wireless sensor network for saving more 

power and security should be serious considered when transmitting or aggregating data. We 

proposed a lightweight aggregation protocol feasible for off-the-shelf computation limited sensor 

node. Except aggregation, our proposed key distribution protocol, mutual authentication protocol, 

and secret searching protocol can adopted together to build a more secure wireless sensor 

network. 
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